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About This Course 

• I am not legal counsel.

• This course will not teach anyone how to successfully defend
harassment lawsuits. The goal of today’s discussion is
PREVENTION!

• The cases we will review were litigated and settled. Whether
or not the same case could be successfully litigated in another
venue is irrelevant.

• This class was developed to help minimize the potential for a
lawsuit due to workplace harassment or hostile workplace.



Myth Busters

• Most sexual harassment is just harmless flirting.

• Only women are sexually harassed.

• An employee must intend to offend for it to be harassment.

• A single, isolated act can never violate harassment laws.

Sources Taken From 2013 Huffington Post Poll



Interesting Facts 

• Females have a 3 in 5 chance of being sexually harassed.

• Males have a 1 in 5 chance of experiencing sexual harassment.

• 80% of those harassed (men or women) NEVER report it.

• 75% of victims experience retaliation.

• More than half of the perpetrators are high ranked individuals.

• Behavior can be harassing even if it isn’t aimed at the victim.

• 1 in 5 workers face a hostile or threatening work environment.

Source:  Horton Management Law



Title VII – Civil Rights Act of 1964

• Prohibits discrimination of certain protected personal
characteristics.

• Applies to employers with 15 or more employees.



Protected Personal Characteristics

• Race

• Color

• Sex

• Religion

• National Origin

• Age

• Pregnancy

• Sexual Orientation

• Physical Disability

• Mental Disability

• Gender Identity

• Familial Status



What is Harassment?

Behavior that causes:

• Humiliation

• Intimidation

• Coercion

• Discomfort

• Emotional Distress



Types of Workplace Harassment

Quid Pro Quo

• “This” for “That”

Hostile Work Environment

• Severe or Pervasive

• Affects the Person’s Work Environment

• Focuses on Protected Personal Characteristics



Group Discussion

What’s considered acceptable to one person, isn’t always
acceptable to another. What are your thoughts on…

• Hugging

• Gifts

• Handshakes

• Personal Space



Hostile Work Environment

• Abuse is physically threatening or humiliating.

• The behavior was unwelcome.

• Abuse interferes with job performance.

• Abuse affects the psychological well-being of the
employee.



Unwelcome Behaviors

In order to be “unwelcome” behavior, the conduct must be:

• offensive to the victim,

AND

• unsolicited or unwelcome by the victim.



Unwelcome Behaviors

Physical

• Assault
• Touching
• Blocking
• Hugging
• Kissing
• Pinching
• Patting
• Leering
• Gesturing
• Grabbing

Verbal

• Jokes
• Remarks
• Propositions
• Pressure
• Obscenities
• Comments

Visual

• Cartoons
• Documents
• Calendars
• Drawings
• Games
• Posters
• Objects
• Faxes
• Emails
• Texts



Unwelcome Behaviors

Evidence that the victim found the conduct unwelcome
includes:

• The victim told the harasser to STOP.

• The victim moved away or looked away from the
unwelcomed behavior.

Just because the victim did not complain to others, engages in
questionable conduct outside the workplace, or uses curse
words on occasion, does NOT mean the act was welcomed.



Welcomed Behaviors

Evidence that the victim welcomed the behavior includes:

• The victim engaged in similar behavior with the harasser.

• The victim initiated physical contact with the harasser.

• The victim laughed at the “harassing” joke.



Discussion

Are these situations considered acceptable behavior in the
workplace?

• Asking a co-worker to lunch or dinner.

• Giving a compliment.

• Holding the door open.

• Touching someone’s waist as they walk through the door.



Who Are The Harassers

• Co-Workers

• Supervisors 

• Management

• Suppliers

• Vendors

• Customers

• Same-Sex / Opposite Sex



Who Is Held Responsible?

• Employer

• Harasser

• Intention Is NOT Relevant!!



True Examples of Hostile Work Environments

CASE #1

“My boss yells at me in front of co-workers, sabotages my
work, and threatens my job on a pretty regular basis. One
time, he left a bullet on my desk as a gift. The guy is
completely crazy. I used to be top management. Now they
leave me out of everything to retaliate for my whining about
the way they treat me.”



True Examples of Hostile Work Environments

CASE #2

“In March 2014, an employee threatened to kill me. I was
terminated for reporting this. My unemployment benefits
were fought and my medical benefits were cut off.”



True Examples of Hostile Work Environments

CASE #3

‘The senior person I worked with, with whom I shared an
office, would require me to engage in conversations which
ended with him expressing hostility to the rights of women
and minorities (I am both).

I felt unsafe, fearful, nauseous, anxious, and uncomfortable in
my own skin. He went to sexual harassment prevention
training and returned to continue the behavior. Other
women in the office saw what was happening when he
chased me to another office in a rage, and told him to stop.”
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Workplace Bullying

• > 60,000,000 Americans affected.

• 70% of perpetrators are men.

• 60% of targets are women.

• Hispanics are the most frequently bullied race.

• 61% of bullies are bosses (high ranked positions).



Workplace Bullying

• 29% of targets remain silent.

• 71% of employers retaliate.

• To stop it, 65% of targets lose their original jobs.

• 77% of Americans support enacting a law.



Workplace Bullying

• Intimidation
• Purposeful Ignoring
• Isolation or Exclusion
• Undermining Work
• Pitting Co-Workers Against Each Other
• Setting Impossible Expectations
• Stealing Credit
• Belittling
• Embarrassment
• Revenge
• Blocking Advancement or Growth



Workplace Bullying

The Healthy Workplace Bill (HWB) is an Act addressing
workplace bullying, mobbing, and harassment, without regard
to protected class status.

It makes abusive conduct legally actionable and employers are
vicariously liable if they fail to prevent or correct it.

Thirty (30) States and two (2) Territories have introduced
HWB.



Effects Of Harassment, Hostile Work Environments &
Bullying

ON THE EMPLOYEE
• Stress
• Absenteeism
• Low Productivity
• Lowered Self-Esteem
• Depression
• Anxiety
• Digestive Upsets
• High Blood Pressure
• Insomnia
• Troubled Relationships Due to Stress



Effects Of Harassment, Hostile Work Environment &
Bullying

ON THE EMPLOYER
• High Turnover
• Low Productivity
• Lost Innovations
• Legal Expenses
• Difficulty Hiring Quality Employees Due To Reputation



What Are Your Responsibilities?

UNDERSTAND
• Know your company policy and the law.
• Abide by the company’s policy.

BE WATCHFUL
• Look for subtle forms of harassment.
• Report ALL instances.

TAKE ACTION
• Confront harassers if you are comfortable doing so.
• Promptly report conduct to your supervisor, Director of

Human Resources, OR the President.



What Are Your Responsibilities?

BE COURTEOUS
• Think before you speak.
• Don’t use obscenities.
• Ask yourself: “Could I be offending anyone?”
• Remember, not everyone shares your opinions, beliefs,

or values.

BE PROFESSIONAL
• Separate your personal life from your work life.
• Treat others with respect.



What Are Your Employer’s Responsibilities?

• Establish policies and procedures.

• Provide training.

• Maintain zero tolerance.

• Provide a system for investigation of grievances.

• Provide immediate corrective action.

• Never retaliate!



Scenario

An employee filed a report of harassment with her supervisor.
After an investigation, the agency did not agree that harassment
occurred. Because harassment was not found, the employee
worries that she will be disciplined.

Are the employee’s worries founded?

• No.  An employee will NOT be disciplined for making a 
report of what the employee believes to be harassment.

• Harassment is a term often used to describe what an 
employee feels they are experiencing.

• The investigation may conclude that a particular behavior 
was not harassment, but was inappropriate behavior.



Scenario

A supervisor receives a report of sexual harassment. The
supervisor has seen such reports divide the workforce in the
past.

What advice would you give the supervisor to help minimize 
disruption to the workplace?

• Conduct an investigation promptly and discreetly.

• Caution all parties not to discuss the investigation.

• Direct employees back to work who are talking about the 
accused.

• Work to keep up morale.

• Establish expectations that do not allow gossiping or other 
non-productive activities.



Scenario

An employee reports harassment to his/her supervisor and says, 
“I don’t want you to do anything about this.  I just want you to 
listen and be aware of what is going on.”

How should the supervisor respond?

• A supervisor cannot promise to “just listen and be aware.”

• Once a supervisor receives a report of harassment or 
discrimination, they have an obligation to take action.



Scenario

An report was made against an employee for harassment.  

How should the employer treat an employee accused of 
discrimination or harassment?

• With respect and professionalism.

• Just because an employee has been accused, does not mean 
they are guilty.

• The employer must conduct a neutral investigation.

• Conclusions should not be reached until the investigation is 
complete.



Test Your Knowledge

1. Discrimination, workplace harassment, and sexual
harassment can be illegal behavior.

2. Harassment is limited to exchanges between men and
women.

3. Only a member of management has the power to eliminate
discrimination and harassment in the workplace.

4. If I tell my supervisor I am being harassed, he/she can
guarantee my name will be kept out of it.

5. Prevention is the most effective way to eliminate
discrimination and harassment in the workplace.

FALSE

TRUE



What Have You Learned?

• Discrimination and harassment will NOT be tolerated, nor
should workplace bullying.

• Be respectful to others in the workplace environment.

• Put the filter on before you speak or act.

• Know your company’s policies regarding discrimination
and harassment.

• Promptly report ALL incidents of discrimination or
harassment.
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Thank You For Attending Our Session!


